Show Your Ability customer survey 2017 - Hamilton

SurveyMonkey

Q6 What would you like to see next time in
Hamilton?
Answered: 41

Skipped: 20

#

Responses

Date

1

More of the same. Keep it up! Good show with lots of good items and ideas on display.

3/31/2017 7:16 AM

2

more disability vehicles outside to look at and try... disability friendly caravans/ camping.... the beach wheelchairs...
more small businesses aimed at disability... or focus on intellictual disabilities/ learning disabilities/autisim... more
seating around the stand so we can rest while going around.

3/30/2017 9:27 AM

3

Was there somebody from Parafed? It would be nicxe if they had a rep there

3/30/2017 2:41 AM

4

N/A

3/29/2017 3:18 PM

5

more paediatric exhibitors

3/29/2017 8:17 AM

6

Cafe area was a little dismal and small. Show your ability is a really good time for therapists to have case discussions
about clients, or meet up with colleagues from other cities and the cafe with plastic seats and dirty tables wasnt
conducive for such gatherings.

3/29/2017 7:11 AM

7

Mobility equipment - walkers, standers, hoists

3/29/2017 3:39 AM

8

accessories for wheelchairs i.e. trays cup holder

3/28/2017 11:33 AM

9

Technology to do with seizures or falls

3/28/2017 6:38 AM

10

All the same companies please for consistencies sake :-)

3/28/2017 6:29 AM

11

Accessable - they were not there this time - for ACC queries. I did not even see Enable there?

3/28/2017 6:23 AM

12

More of the same.

3/28/2017 5:09 AM

13

Walking frames complex, gutter, more physio specific presentations

3/28/2017 3:27 AM

14

different types of standing frames

3/28/2017 1:47 AM

15

Same

3/28/2017 1:01 AM

16

more variety from each supplier

3/28/2017 12:42 AM

17

same

3/28/2017 12:34 AM

18

Maybe a two day one and bigger more choices open to all and stall holders have there full range of what's available.

3/28/2017 12:21 AM

Ax every one u went to and asked about something they had if but not there prefer to see before I buy
19

Maybe something the guys in wheel chair can try out that's fun

3/27/2017 11:42 PM

20

More things to try!

3/27/2017 3:37 PM

21

More assistive devices that aren't wheelchairs and beds. I felt like i wasn't showing my disability enough and had lots of
people asking me if i was an OT.

3/27/2017 2:02 PM

22

I wold, but I would like to see some cost effective stalls for small community groups trying to get the word out there.
There is no way a group like mine which are all volunteers could afford to hold a stall and yet we have a unique
program that we offer and I am aware of several others as well.

3/27/2017 1:16 PM

23

equipment very wheelchair heavy - limited physio relevant equipment

3/27/2017 12:44 PM

24

some equipment round moving and handling

3/27/2017 12:39 PM

25

More paediatric focused stands. Seating around at different stages for the less abled and not in chairs to give them a

3/27/2017 12:05 PM

rest.
26

Wider variety of things including sports

3/27/2017 11:24 AM

27

Variety of different equipment and supports available in the community

3/27/2017 11:23 AM

28

more sensory stalls with a bigger range. Some kind of scheduled workshops or information session could be a good
idea also

3/27/2017 11:21 AM
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29

Better food to choose

3/27/2017 11:07 AM

30

Seating. I'm on crutches and had to walk 2/3 of the way around the e habits before I could find a place to rest....and a

3/27/2017 10:37 AM

model train expo for something different would be great!
31

More daily living accessories, i.e. cutlery, grooming aids, dressing aids, etc

3/27/2017 10:05 AM

32

I didn't notice too much equipment focusing on mobility and the promotion of this

3/27/2017 9:56 AM

33

more sensory processing tools,driving aids

3/27/2017 9:53 AM

34

Nothing springs to mind.

3/27/2017 9:23 AM

35

More support groups invited to advertise what they can offer.

3/27/2017 9:17 AM

36

Any thing is good ,you never know when you might need something new and inavaitive.

3/27/2017 9:15 AM

37

Greater range of kids equipment as well as everyday aids, things that are not funded that a family may wish to
purchase.

3/27/2017 9:13 AM

38

Coloplast and Lofric representatives. I've found some fantastic new medical consumables in the past, and I was

3/27/2017 9:07 AM

disappointed they weren't there this year.
39

Kidney Kids and/or severe food allergies - IE dairy free and gluten free

3/27/2017 9:04 AM

40

more innovative ideas

3/27/2017 8:57 AM

41

More functional equipment for adls

3/27/2017 8:55 AM
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